
LUXURY MARKET IN INDIA

India, alone, is expected to emerge as the world's fastest-growing major economy . So is there an India opportunity for
luxury brands? Growth projections. India's.

Another concept store called 'Watasale' also created a cashier-less store, its first one being in Kochi, and has
plans to expand to other cities including Bengaluru and New Delhi in the near future. Sale of SUVs grew
seven times faster than that of passenger sedans. The Great Big Fat Indian Wedding carnivals will drive luxury
The wedding industry and the wedding service industry sets unprecedented benchmarks. Because of these
variations, it's getting very complicated to precisely judge and gauge the luxury market. Super expensive
mobiles from iPhone X to Hanmac are finding a demand beyond their imagination in India. Digital media has
also played an increasingly important role in high-end markets, the report said. Slowly but surely, the well
exposed Indian consumer seeks value over mere brand name. This segment of consumers prefers to do their
luxury shopping abroad. Chadha and Husband in their book on 'Cult of Luxury Brands: Inside Asia's Love
Affair with Luxury' described that "each country has its own endearing eccentricities that make it unique". Ltd
, parent of Genesis Luxury Fashion Pvt. Adding new brands and opening new stores is the business part of the
same process. Can India, the tech brain of the world be far behind? As we have seen, especially since , fashion
purchases have evolved to a more desire and aspiration based activity. Genesis Luxury reported a loss of Rs 2.
Can the Indian luxury industry ignore this anymore? It echoes the sentiments of consumers all around the
world. So during Diwali, a majority of us would rather spend on these three than binge on accessories and
clothes. A brand who pays heed to such demands will perhaps go a long way. The span appears to be the
decade quarter of evolution. The luxury market comprises of Products things that you wear or carry, personal
or wearable luxury , Services services that you experience and enjoy such as travel and hospitality and Assets
that you own such as houses, cars, planes etc. Luxury retailers have realized that India is one of the world's
most vibrant, diverse and challenging markets for brands that want to capture this market. British luxury
brands are focusing their efforts in other markets such as China, says Charlotte Keesing , director at Walpole
British Luxury, a consortium of British luxury retailers like Jimmy Choo, Harrods and Burberry. On top of
this, hefty mall rentals and profit sharing agreements were tipping companies over too. Alongside, an increase
in wealth for the middle class coupled with internet penetration has resulted in newer segments of first-time
luxury buyers. In order to attain success, the brands should be tailor-made to make their goods suitable for the
whims and fancies of Indian buyers. A breakdown of luxury market categories shows that growth has beat
expectations. However, positive thing is size of the market, which, in itself makes it very exciting for people to
sit in long term. How Indian Luxury Market is Growing? Further the unsettled political climate in the US due
to new leadership, and in EU due to Brexit took its toll. One major change in India's luxury market is that
goods and services are no longer confined to the major cities of Delhi, Mumbai and Bangalore.


